ROWE SPEAKS AT MASS MEETING OF ATHLETES TODAY

Has Always Shown a Strong Interest in Athletics At The Institute

TWO UNKNOWN SPEAKERS

All Men Interested in Sports Are Expected to Be Present

Dr. Allan W. Rowe, "The advocate of the Arnold Advocate, is to be present at the Mass meeting of the Institute tomorrow night, as announced in the Arnold Advocate yesterday.

The meeting will be held at 8:00 o'clock in room 10-250. Two other speakers will also be present at the meeting, but their names have not been divulged, and will also be present.

It is believed that the number of those present will be large, and it is probable that students will be there in large numbers. It is therefore advised that all those interested in athletics should be present at the meeting.

Mr. Charles Moore

ALDRD LECTURER, TO SPEAK ON ART

Mr. Charles Moore Will Lecture Today on the "Fine Arts of Wood Carving"

Mr. Charles Moore will present the first Aldred lecture this month which will be given in room 10-250. Mr. Moore has prepared some interesting material on his subject. Realizing that a diversion from the usual type of Aldred lectures is sometimes desirable, the authorities decided to present a speaker from a branch of work other than manufacturing industries, to which the lectures are usually devoted.

Mr. Moore's lecture is in charge of operation of the Pennsylvania Railroad. This is one of the largest, and is also one of the oldest, and has been in operation for many years. Mr. Moore is a director of the Pennsylvania Railroad, and is a member of the National Gallery of Arts.

Mr. Moore will speak on the fine arts of wood carving, and will show some examples of work done by him. He has prepared a number of interesting illustrations on his subject.

In general, the recommendation as 

FINANCIAL BODY IS ABOLISHED BY UNDERGRADUATES

Important Duties of Body Are Added to Functions of Budget Committee

CIRCUS EXPENSE COVERED

 Provision made by Institute Committee for Freshman Technical Visit

Revision of the constitution to abolish the financial committee, and to give the institute budget of $75 an item, was voted on before the students today. The committee held a vote and recommendation, and on being adjourned to Dr. John, who has been chairman of the body for the past year, will be in charge of the board.

Recent reorganizations of the committee have reduced the duties of the finance committee, and now that the newly elected represents from the class are being seated, the budget of the body is expected to be reduced.

EVEN TO OPERATE ON OPEN HOUSE NIGHT

Forges, Foundry And Pattern Shops Will Be Open

Plays for participation in the Open House night program by the Department of Foundry, Forging and Pattern-making, and the Institute Committee, will be held this afternoon with the following arrangements:

Professor J. F. Miller, professor of mechanical engineering, will be present in the Mechanics Laboratory to operate the machines made by the firm's which are used by the students.

The students, forming and pattern-making departments, will be open for the convenience of visitors who may wish to see the work done by the students.

Mr. Moore's lecture will be given in room 10-250. The lecture will be on the fine arts of wood carving, and will show some examples of work done by him. He has prepared a number of interesting illustrations on his subject.

In general, the recommendation as

T.E.N. FOR APRIL TO APPEAR ON MONDAY

COMING EVENTS - Feature of Railroad Articles

Present Day Problems of Railroad Management are discussed byEpoch L. Lots, who is Vice-President in charge of operations of the New York Central Railway Company.

This lecture will be given in the Mechanics Laboratory, and will be on the subject of railroad management. The lecture will be given by Mr. Lots, who has been in charge of operations of the New York Central Railway Company for many years.

The lecture will be given at 4:30 o'clock, and will be followed by a question and answer period. The lecture will be open to the public, and the admission will be free.

Important Duties of Body Are Added to Functions of Budget Committee

The institute committee has voted to abolish the financial committee, and to give the institute budget of $75 an item, as recommended by the committee.

Recent reorganizations of the committee have reduced the duties of the finance committee, and now that the newly elected represents from the class are being seated, the budget of the body is expected to be reduced.